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INTRODUCTION

Creating an Ecosystem of all in one solution through the power of
blockchain technology. With CurlFinance you have the perfect/complete

defi products to thrive in the blockchain space

CurlFinance Labs is an all-in-one solution for trading and investing. On
a single platform with a consolidated wallet, CurlFinance o�ers dynamic

charts, launchpad, portfolio, farming and staking pools and much more.

The amount of trading, staking, launchpads, and farming platforms in
the crypto space through the work of great minds are numerous and can

get exceedingly overwhelming. As a result, it is becoming extremely

complex for the influx of new users in the crypto space to carry out trade

and other defi activities. especially those unfamiliar with these
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platforms. Taking for instance a newbie investor wanting to keep

track of his/her tokens purchased they will need to access di�erent

websites and channels to view charts, trade or a third party platform to

farm or stake and so on. This complexity originated the vision of

CurlFinance; to unify the crypto experience under a single decentralized

platform.

CurlFinance is designed to empower investors to trade quickly and safely.
The automated configurations achieve this by allowing users to search

for a token and configuring the swap to purchase or sell the token and

providing a wallet to store, receive and send your tokens as well and a

portfolio tracker for users with their tokens on metamasks or other

wallets. This makes it so that when you are on Curl Platform you don’t

have to be anywhere else.

CoreDao Network, A Super Scalable Blockchain Powerful Defi Platform,
was recently launched to solve the problem of the blockchain trilemma

that retains the two fundamental properties of the blockchain:

Decentralization and Security with increasing transaction throughput.

The CoreDao Network development standards are focused on token
interfaces. These standards help ensure Smart Contracts remain

composable and compatible with existing Decentralized Exchange

(ERC-20 token standard, ERC-721 Token standards for nfts, and

upgradable proxy network)

CurlFinance is a non-custodial platform which encompasses an all in one

Web wallet: Token Tracker, Launchpad, a Staking and Farming

platform, a portfolio Tracker amongst other subtle features.

Enabling easier and cost e�ective interaction for the fast growing Core

Chain community. CurlFinance's aim is to unify decentralized services

thereby providing the Core community with a lone platform that



provides numerous services(crypto chart and info, launchpad, staking

and farming, Wallet) with other ad-ons functionalities in clear-cut

dimensions.

Based on Core Blockchain
Core Chain is designed to accelerate the global adoption of

cryptocurrencies as a means of increasing personal control over money,

safeguarding user data and protecting users’ identities. The Core

blockchain serves primarily as a vehicle that powers the Core Network.

Some features of the Core blockchain that makes it unique as is evident

in its fast adoption since its creation includes

EVM Compatibility

Scalable

Secure

Interoperable

Easy Deployment

Open to Everyone

Product/Use Cases
Besides being a digital currency used as legal utility, CurlFiance has legal

value, due to the power of blockchain technology, CurlFinance provides

an array of use cases that goes beyond conventional transactions

Token Tracker : providing easy access to livechart and information

of tokens

Launchpad : giving developers and Investors easy and secure

access to manage their presale.

Portfolio: providing easy access to users assets



Staking and Farming : Hybrid staking platform for builders and

developers

Liquidity Locker : Enabling developers to lock liquidity pool token

in a cost e�ective way hence ensuring trust from investors.

Tokenomics
The CurlFiance  token has a max total supply of 200 million tokens.

CurlFinance tokens are used in the fee* model of CurlFinace platforms.

25% Presale - 50 Million

15% Liquidity Pool - 30 Million

10% Team - 20 Million

10% Staking - 20 Million

20% Marketing and Development - 40 Million

20% Burn - 40 Million



Roadmap
Achieving all these requires clear cut and strategic plans, below is our

roadmap at CurlFinance.

Quarter 1, 2023

★ CurlFinance Website Page

★ Litepaper Launch

★ Community Building

★ Token Tracker V1 Launch

❖ Presale

❖ Partnership

❖ Listing on Coingecko and CoinMarketCap

Quarter 2, 2023

❖ Launchpad V1 Launch

❖ Listing on Centralized Exchanges

❖ Buy Back and Burn



❖ Staking Platform Launch

❖ Defi Wallet Launch

Quarter 3, 2023

❖ CurlFinance NFTs Minting

❖ Partnership and Marketing

❖ Influencer and Media Promotion

❖ Major Cex Listings

❖ Contract Audit

❖ Whitepaper V2

Quarter 4, 2023

❖ DEX integration in dApp Wallet

❖ Ecosystem Scaling

❖ Roadmap 2.0


